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1. Introduction

1.1. A map f of a metric space (X, d) into a metric space (Y, d') is called Lip-
schitz if there is a constant I such that d'(f(x),f(y))=Ld(x,y) for all x,y in X.

The smallest Z>0 satisfying this inequality is denoted by lipl If every point in X
has a neighborhood in which/is Lipschitz,fis said to be locally Lipschitz, abbreviated
LIP. A lipeomorphism is a bijective map f such that both/ andf-r are LIP.If f
defines a lipeomorphism fr: X-fX, /is a LIP embedding. If both f andfrl are

Lipschitz, we set bilip/:max (lipf,lipf;l). A LIP map of a compact space is

always Lipschitz. For the elementary theory of Lipschitz topology, we refer to [3].
L.2. Outline of results. Let I" be the closed unit cube in Ä', n=3, an.d let

f: I"*P be a LIP embedding. We shall prove that for every e>0 there is a LIP
embedding g: In*N such that gl\I':fl|I', glint/'is PL, and lg(x)-/(x)l<e
for all x. Moreover, bilip g is bounded by a constant depending only on bilip/ e,

and n. Actually, it does not depend on e (see Remark 2.12), bttt e does not play any
role in the applications. The proof is based on the clever ideas of Carleson [1]. As

applications, we shall prove the LIP annulus conjecture for n<3 and the LIP
hauptvermutung for n:2. D. Sullivan [7] has proved these results for more general

n by different methods.
1.3. Acknowledgement.I have greatly profited from the detailed seminar lectures

of J. Sarvas on Carleson's method.

2. Approximation

2.1. Notation. We let 1'denote the cube [-1, lf. If a=0, the cube aln can
also be written as I"(a).Let K* be the family of 4n-2' closed cubes of side length

one, giving the natural subdivision of 2-I'\nt1'. If f: X*N is a map and

if AcX, we write ll"fllz:suP tl/(r)l: xQA\ and ll fll:llfll*.
2.2. Lemma. Let n:2 or 3 and let P be the union of a subfamily of K* such

that P snd I"vP are n-manifulds and I"nP is an (n-l)-manifold. Let e>O
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and let g: 2I'*P be an embedding. Then there is ö>0 with thefollowing property.
If 91: P*P isaPLembeddingwith llgr-gllp-ö, thereisaPLembedding g*: I"v
uP*-R' such that llg*-gll<e and g*lP:gr.

2.3. \f n:3, the lemma follows from a more general and stronger result of
Moise [4, p. 101]. The proof for n:2 is simpler.

The lemma is not true for n>5, because it would yield the hauptvermutung for
compact PL manifolds. Indeed, we could apply it to a fine handle decomposition
of a PL manifold and obtain a PL approximation to every homeomorphism between
PL manifolds. Thus the method of this paper cannot be directly extended to higher
dimensions.

The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following result:

2.4. Theorem. Let n<3, let e=0, and let L>1. Then there is Lr>l with
thefollowing property: If f: I"*N is aLlP embedding with bilipf=L, there is a
LIP embedding f*: I"*N such that

(t) f*101":fl\I",
Q) f*lirt I" is PL,
(3) bilipf*=Lr,
(4) ll f* -"fll=e.
2.5. If n:1, Theorem2.4 is almost trivial. For the rest of this section we

fix z € {2, 3}. Given e and g as in 2.2, we let ä (e, g) denote the greatest ä satisfying
2.2 for all P. Obviously ä(e, g)<e. Let Hrbe the space of all LIP embeddings
g:2I"tN such that lg(O)l=l and bilipg=2. In the uniform topology, H,
is closed in the space of all continuous maps 2In * Rn. Since 11. is equicontinuous
and uniformly bounded, it is compact by Ascoli's theorem. We set ä*(e):
:inf {ö(e, dlse u"y.

2.6. Lemma. ä*(e)>0 for euery a>0.

Proof. lf the lemma is false, there is a sequence of maps gi(H, such that
ä(e,gr)*o. By the compactness of Hr, we may assume that gt*g(H1. If
2llSi-Sll-.6(el2,g), then 2.2 holds with the substitution g*gr, ö*ö(el2,g)12.
Hence ä(e,g)=ä(elZ,g)=O for largeT, which is a contradiction. U

2.7. The family K. We divide int Io into a countable family K of closed cubes

as follows: First let I'(ll3)(K. Next divide 1'(2/3)\int I'(ll3) in the natural
way into 4"-2" cubes of side length ll3. In the general step, we divide
It(l-3-12-&-1;1int Jn(l-3-r2-! into cubes of side length 3-12-k-1.

Each Q€K can be uniquely written as z9l)'91n. Here zn is the center and

21o the side length of Q. Setting as(x):zs*Lsx we have Q:ao1n.
We express K as the union of a finite number of disjoint subfamilies Kr, ... , Ku

such that setting Kl:Krv...vK,, F,:v{QlQ€fj} and Pe:2In nnä14,-1 for
Q€K,, the following conditions are satisfied:
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(1) The members of K, ate pairwise disjoint.
(2) P9 and In vPn are n-rnanifolds, and I" nP,
(3) If Q, R(K,, then Pe: P R.

It is obvious that this can be done. In the figure we

M:22.

is an (n- l)-manifold.
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2.8. For the rest of the proof we fix e>0 and L>1. Let M be the integer

given by 2.7. Choose positive numbers är=...=6,, such that ä.<min (e,ll8L)
and 5ä,-r<ä*(ä,). Observe that the numbers ä, only depend on e and L (and n).

Suppose now that f: In*R" is a LIP embedding with bilip/=2. For every

0€K choose a point ba€).azn such that lf(za)-bal-,1r. Define fre: N*P
by Be(x):(x-bs)|Ls.
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2.9. Lemma. There are finite families A,(L, e), l<_r€M, of pL embeddings
I"*P such that if f: I"*N is aLlp embedding with bilipf=L, there are injec-
tioePLmaps Eri F,*Ro suchthat

(r) frae,aall"(A,(L,t) for eoery eex;,
(ii) llf-(p,llr=_26,),e for euery Q(K!.
2.10. Proofof 2.4 modulo 2.9. Since Fu:int/,, we obtain afunction f* ; 1, *R"

by setting .f*:Eav(fl0l"). lf a>0, the set U(a):(01"*al")nint1, is con-
tainedintheunionofthose O€K forwhich ).n-o Hence(ii) implies ll.f-f*llurr=
<2öya, which proves the continuity of f*. Moreover,/* is an embedding, imj*::imf, and /*lint f":(pu is PL. Since llf.-fll-supq llf-ctullo=_Zö*supe2s::2övf3-e, it remains to show that bilip/* has an upper bound z, which only
depends on L, e, ao.d n. Since /*lQ: flg,{rar, for some rlt€,1*1t,e) and since
f is convex, liplf*=pax {bilip rLlt(A*(L,e)}:Lo 13, 2.351. Since /*[int1,]::/[int-Il is Ztquasiconvex, lip(f+1-t=122s. Thus bilipf*=LzLo. tr

2.11. Proof of 2.9. We shall inductively construct the sets A,(L,e) and the
maps qr such that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. since ä, is compact, there is a finite set
H(L,e)cH, such that 11" is covered by the open balls {heH; llh-Sll=ör},
E€H(L,e). For every h€H(L,e) we choose a PL embedding go:1o*Ä, such
that llg^-hllr"=ä, 15, p.2391and set A1(L,e):{ghlh<H(L,e)}. For every e(K,
the map fe:Pefaql2l' belongs to är, since l"f(O)l:lf(z)-brll)"r<1. Choose
maps hr(H(2, e) such that llha-foll<6, and set go:gro. Then llfa-Sally-2ör.
Define e{ F1*ft" by ErlQ:fro,gaoo, for e(K1. T[en g, is pL, 1i; is true,
and (ii) follows from ll f-Vrlle:lsllfa-Sallp. To show that Er is injective, sup-
pose that Q and Ä are two cubes in Kr. Assuming la=A^ we have d(e,R)>la,
which implies d(fQ,fR)=-)'alL. Since är<är=tl8L, (ii) implies d(Ete,ErR)/
>1el2l-0.

Suppose now that A,_r(L, e) and e,_i Fr_r*Ä, have been constructed so
that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Let Q(K,. The polyhedron p:po is independent
of Qby the condition (3) of 2.7. Set !e:free,_$o)p. lf x(p, there is _R€rfl,
such that as(x)€rR and Q aRll. Then ye(x):freflitrlraltae@), where
rlr : fl ng, -$RlI" <A, -L(L, e) and

u;t aq(x) : )"sxlLp*(ze- zp)f 7p,

§ a fia' 0) : 7^y I lst- (b R - b o)l La.

Since QnR*0, ),ol)"RC{112,1,2} and, (zn-z*)17^ also belongs to a finite set
depending only on n. Hence the maps a^,an belong to a finite set l. Furthermore,
sincelb*-brl=lb"-f(z*)l+lf(lil-f|dl+lf(za-bnl=.(3+6L)).n, themaps frasi,
belong to a finite set ,B(Z). Hence the maps 7e belong to a finite set C,(L, e).

We want to apply Lemma 2.2 with the substitution p*p, e*ö,, g*irall" vp,
gt+!e. We must verify the condition ll^te-hel1r=ö*(ö,). Let x€p and choose
R as above. Then lva@)-fn@)l:lv,-r(oe@))-f(ao@))lll,n=za,-r)"Rl),a<4ö,-1,
which implies lly q- hsllt < 5ä,_r<ä* (ä).
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By 2.2, there is a PL embedding g[: I"IP*N such that SfilP:ts and
llha-cöll*"r<ä,. Since the pairs (he, tq) belong to the finite set H(L, e)XC,(L, e\,

we can choose the maps S[ so that they belong to a finite set G,(L,e). Define
E,: F,*Rn as follows:

Q,lF,-r: Qr-:,
q,lQ : §§, tfiarLlg for Q( K,.

It is clear that cp,is a well-defined PL map. The condition (i) is satisfiedwith A,(L, a):
:A,-t(L,e) uG.(I, e). lf Q(K,, then ll f-O,lls:),all fa- Söll*<2)"nö,, which
is (ii). The restrictions of E,to.(.-, and anll"vP7, Q€K,, are injective. To show
that <p, is injective, it suffices to prove that A:lE,(x)-E,(y)l=0 whenever x(Q(&
and y€4\urll'vP). Choosing A€r(I containing 7 we obtain Å>lx-yllL-
-26,().a+1R) and lx-yl=La. lf ),R<z),o, then Å=lal4L. If ),*>2),o, then

QnR:@, whence lx-yl=l* and Å>5)'Rl8L. n
2.12. Remarks. 1. One can prove that the constant Z, in Theorem2.4 only

depends on Z and n, not on e. This is done by replacing the cube family r( by a suit-
able subdivision of small mesh. For example, we may bisect the sides of each cube
in ,i( and iterate this process. One must only verify that there are subfamilies
Ki,...,Kin of K' as in 2.7 such that M is independent of K'.

2. A direct application of Carleson's method also gives the following result:
For every n=3 and L>l there is lr>l such that if f: R"*N is a strong
lipeomorphism with bilipf=L and if E=0, there is a PL homeomorphism

f*: R"*R" such that llf.-fll<e and bilipf*=1r.
3. A quasiconformal version of 2.4 has been recently proved by M. Kiikka.

3. Applications

3.1. LIP stability. A lipeomorphism I Å'*rY is called LIP stable if it can

be expressed as fr...fx, where each fi: Rn*N is a lipeomorphism which is the
identity map on some non-empty open set. If/is LIP stable and if g: Ä'*R' is

a lipeomorphism agreeing with / on some non-empty open set, then g is also LIP
stable.

Suppose that n<3 and f: R'*R' is an arbitrary lipeomorphism. It follows
from 2.4 that there is a lipeomorphism g: Ä'*R' such that 7:g in Rn\I' and
glint f is PL. An elementary argument shows that an affine map with positive det-
erminant is LIP stable. Hence we obtain:

3.2. Theorem. If n=3, euery sense-preseruing lipeomorphism f: R'*R' is

LIP stable.

3.3. The LIP qnnulus conjecture states that if 51 and S, are disjoint locally
LIP flat LIP (n- l)-spheres in ,S', [3, 3.8], then the closure of the domain bounded
by Sru^S, is lipeomorphic to S'-rX,L Or equivalently, there is a lipeomorphism

38r
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,So*,So mapping Sr and,S, onto round spheres. In the topological category, the

annulus conjecture follows from the TOP version of 3.2. This proof [2] is based on
the Schönflies theorem, which is also true in LIP, [3, 7.8]. Hence it can be rewritten
in LIP, and we obtain:

3.4. Theorem. The LIP annulus conjecture is true for n=3. tr

3.5. A metric space "I is a LIP arc, half string or string if it is lipeomorphic to
a closed, half open or open interval, respectively. If ,IcR', it is called locally LIP
flat if each point of "I has a neighborhood [/ such that (U, Un"I) is lipeomorphic

to (Ä', R1) or (A', R1+). In this case, there is a neighborhood G of "I such that (G, J)
is lipeomorphic to (A', 1t), (R', lR1*) or (Ä', ,Rt). This is seen by rewriting the cor-

responding TOP proofs [6,3.41in the LIP category. This justifies the abbreviation
"LIP flat" for "locally LIP flat LIP" arcs, half strings and strings. If "Ic R' is a
LIP flat arc, it follows from the LIP Schönflies theorem that (R', "I) is lipeomorphic
to (.Rn, /1).

3.6. Theorem. Let n:2 or 3 and let GcÅn be a domain containing sets

Jr, J, each of which is a LIP fiat arc or half string, closed in G. If P is an end point
of J, and Q an end point of Jr, there is a LIP flat arc JcG joining P and Q such that

JrvJvl, is a LIP flat arc, half string or string.

Proof. Choose an open LIP n-ball DcG containing P and Q such that
D\("f1u"f) is connected.For n:3 the latter condition is automatically true. For
n:2 we can use the fact that an open TOP disk in R2 is also an open LIP disk by

the Riemann mapping theorem or by [3,8.4]. Let g: D*Rn be a lipeomorphism.

Set "rl:g[Dn"f,]. We may assume that J{ is a line segment near g(P). There is

a sense-preserving lipeomorphism f .PrÄn such that f$ is a line segment near

f(s(O).By 3.2, f can be written as f*...fr, where each fii R'*R" is a lipeo-

morphism and frlUr:id for some open Ujl\. (Actually, it is possile to choose

k:2, which would slightly simplify the proof.) Choose a PL arc ,4, ioining g(P)
to a point !$Ur such that $aJ{:g(P) and Ara$:0. Next choose a PL
arc Arjoining yrto y2€U, such that ArafrlJivArf:yr and ArafrJ{:O. gor'
tinuing similarly we obtain PL arcs As, ..., Ak with end points !i(.Ut. Finally
join y1, to f (S Q)) by a PL arc Au*, which does not meet the sets fJ{ , f$ and J + :
:fArvfx...fzAzv...wf*A* except at the end points. Then ./:8-tf-LlJ'(vAr,*rl
ist the desired arc. tl

3.7. Theorem. Euery LIP 2-manifuld is lipeomorphic to a PL manifold.

Proof. Let M be a LIP 2-manifold. Then there is a PL manifold P and a homeo-

morphism f: P*M. Choose a triangulation K of P such that for every simplex

o€K, fo is contained in an open LIP disk or half disk U(o). For the vertices u of K
we can choose U(u) so that 7-t U(u)cst (u, K) and the sets U(u) ate disjoint.

Let g be a lipeomorphism of U(u) onto -R2 or Å2* such that C(,f(u)):0. Let r be
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a l-simplex having u as a vertex. Let b(u,r) be the last point of fr lyingin g-a12,

and let A(u, r) be the line segment joining 0 and g(b(u, t)). Then J(u, r):g-rA(u, r)
is a LIP flat arc in U(u).

Let r be an arbitrary l-simplex of K, not lying on åP. It has two vertices ur,

ur, and is a face of two 2-simplexes ot,6z.Set bi:b(ui, r), and let zo be the sub-

arc of fr having end points å;. Choose an open neighborhood V(r) of to in U(or) o
aU(or)a(forvfor) suchthatthesets ,/(r) are disjoint. By 3.6, we can join å, and

brin V(r) by an arc which together with J@r,r) and J(ur, r) forms a LIP flat arc

,4(r) whose end points are f(ur) andf(ur).
If rc\P, we set A(t):ft. For every l-simplex z, we choose a lipeomorphism

h: r-AG) such that hl|r:f1fu. These maps give a LIP embedding

h: lKrl*14. If o is a 2-simplex of K,h\o is a locally LIPflat LIP circle in U(o).

By the LIP Schönflies theorem, hl\o can be extended to a LIP embedding o*M,
and we obtain a lipeomorphism P*M. n

3.8. Th e o r e m (Lipvermut\tg, n : 2). If M r, M, are homeomorp hic LIP 2'mani'

folds, they are lipeomorphic.

Proof. By 3.7, Mi is lipeomorphic to a PL manifold P,. By the classical 2-dimen-

sional hauptvermutung, P, and P, are PL homeomorphic, hence lipeomorphic. D
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